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Abstract (laburpena 100-250 hitzetan)

During the summer months I have performed the extracurricular practices of MUAEP in the Economic Policy Service of the Government of Navarra. The unit, which belongs to the General Directorate of Economic and Business Policy and Labor under the Department of Economic Development, is divided into two different areas of work. The first one makes the agreements with different entities and associations to promote entrepreneurship and economic development in Navarre, manages calls for help to new companies, groups and counties and advises the public on existing grants related to the start-up and execution of an economic activity.

The other part of the Service is responsible for monitoring the economic situation, in general, and performs support work on topics of interest to the Economic Development Counselor. Among these is the control of changes in the registered office of companies in the region, reports related to labor market magnitudes or the compilation of municipal statistics to improve the territorial knowledge of Navarra.

It is also the unit in charge of preparing the economic forecasts for Navarra, which serve as the basis for the General Budgets of Navarra each year. A report of macroeconomic forecasts for the Navarra economy is made. The main macromagnitudes that are estimated are GDP, employment and prices, although in the medium term the annual elaboration of a more complete macro scenario is foreseen.
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